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 In 2018, the Bambuí Speleological Research Group commemorated 15 

years of exploration in Bulha d’ Água region, São Paulo – Brazil. During this 

period, we discovered 64 new caves and remapped other 12, some of them with 

new areas discovered. Besides the speleological front, we opened dozens of 

kilometers of tracks in the forest to facilitate the access to remote regions where 

the promises of new caves are an attractive for all cavers that seems prepared to 

accept the Atlantic rainforest challenges, such as mosquitoes, mud, spines, rivers 

and the long walks through the unknown. 

 Last December we scheduled 5 days to celebrate the date and the results 

achieved along these years, but also reserved some days to the exploration and 

to advance some tasks that were still on development. As always, the region 

reserved great surprises for us. 

 The first surprise was a new gallery in the cave called Gruta da Lontra, 

mapped in 2004. Walking around the exposed limestone walls outside the cave 

we discover a new upper passage connected to the main river gallery that still 

needs to be mapped and explored. At the end of this first day we had the 15 years 

of exploration celebration with barbecue, beer and cachaça. 

 In the second day we went to the opposite azimuth we went the first day, 

in the lands of Cabeceira do Pilões farm. There we discovered two more cave 

following the indications given by the owner of the farm, Mr. Roque and our forest 

guide, Zé Guapiara. The first cave discovered was named Buraco do Sufoco 

(Suffocation hole), because the access was a little bit suffocating, and the second 

one discovered was named Caverna VAMIZ in tribute to the five discoverers 

(Vagalume, Adrian, Mike, Iscoti e Zé). We also tried to access the waterfall inside 

in the already known Louco de Alegre cave but our abdominal circumference 

didn’t allow us to proceed in the galleries for topography. 



 To continue the tasks, in the next day we went to the Buenos IV cave, one 

of the biggest caves in the region. Using a DistoX device, we made the radial 

measurement of the big chamber and the topography connecting with the lower 

galleries. Hence, the required data collection to conclude the map was finally 

finished. 

 To conclude the daily adventures, during the exploration of the Buenos' 

Valley in the search for another entrance for the great Los Três Amigos abyss, 

the Gruta da Borboleta was finally mapped and two new caves were discovered 

and mapped: Gruta Achatada e Gruta do Sapo. Another cave called Fenda do 

Fábio, discovered 20 days before, was mapped until a narrow passage with great 

probability to connect to Los Três amigos abyss. 

 The travel net results were:  5 caves discovered and mapped, one already 

discovered cave mapping concluded, data collected to conclude the Buenos IV 

map and a new gallery discover that needs to be explored and mapped. 

 This is only a drop in the ocean of the opportunities that we have in Bulha 

d’Água. Nevertheless, the challenge for working in the new exploration areas is 

the distance that requires sometimes more than two days of walking in the wild 

forest to be reached.  

   The participants of this expedition were: Adrian Boller; Alexandre Lopes 

Camargo (Iscoti), Cilas Ramos Ribeiro, Fábio von Tain,  Heber Araújo, Ivo 

Paris, José Aparecido Ribeiro (Zé Guapiara), Lívia Keismanas de Ávila, Michael 

Knauer and Thomaz Rocha e Silva (Vagalume). 


